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Update December 2021
FUND OBJECTIVE
To provide long-term capital growth, that is, increase the value of the fund’s units, from a
globally diversified portfolio investing primarily in small to medium capitalisation companies
specialising in identifying, developing and extracting gold and other precious metals. Portfolio
companies will operate in a variety of jurisdictions but those with material operational exposure
to politically unstable regions will be avoided.

MACRO-ECONOMIC POSITIONING

KEY FACTS
Fund Category: Equity Precious Metals
Charges:
“C” shares: 0% Initial, 1.75% Annual
“I” shares: 0% Initial, 1.5% Annual
“P” shares: 0% Initial, 1.1% Annual
Authorised Corporate Director: IFSL
Fund Adviser: Angelos Damaskos
Minimum Investment: £1,000 or £100 per month
Eligible for ISAs and SIPPs

FUND SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE

• The Fund invests in shares of gold and other
precious metals smaller mining companies
• Current macro-economic conditions of very low
interest rates and large fiscal imbalances can be
favourable for safe-haven assets like gold and
silver
• Precious metal mining equities can offer better
returns than bullion due to the greater profitability
as the price of gold rises
• Smaller companies can outperform their larger
counterparts in a rising market

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE

HOW TO INVEST

TOP 10 HOLDINGS
COMPANY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cabral Gold
Bonterra Resources
Kingsrose Mining
Condor Gold
Aris Gold
Geopacific Resources
Integra Resources
Mithril Resources
Thesis Gold
Roscan Gold
Total top 10
As at 31.12.21

% of NAV
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.1
3.1
2.7
2.6
2.6
31.0

Risk Considerations: Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. The value
of your investment can go down as well as up. The
fund invests in smaller companies which may carry a
higher degree of risk than larger companies. The
shares of smaller companies may be less liquid and
more volatile over shorter term periods. Changes in
exchange rates between currencies may cause the
value of investments to diminish or increase. The fund
focuses on a specific sector and has a concentrated
portfolio which can lead to greater volatility.
Call Investment Fund Services Limited (IFSL):

0808 164 5458
For further information and documentation visit:

www.juniorgold.co.uk or
www.sectorinvestments.com

Junior Gold & Silver Miners Fund Update
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Dear Investor,

Thinking back to year 2021, a lot of positive things have happened to offer optimism for the New Year. Vaccination around the world
appears to have made a significant difference in combating hospitalisations despite more rapidly spreading mutations of the Covid-19
virus. Challenges including climate change, terrorism and race inequality were debated and actionable plans deliberated. However,
among the negative developments were that wealth inequality continued to increase and has encouraged a broad shift towards
socialist governments, particularly in less developed economies. Debt levels at both the public and private sectors exploded to
unprecedented levels, whilst the liquidity pumped into markets created several bubbles that could be systemically significant. Inflation
rates continue to rise across the world and central bankers have started talking about raising interest rates and withdrawing liquidity
support from markets. Equity markets started pivoting from growth to value in recent weeks, as well as moving towards a defensive
positioning.
Gold had a weak year as investors’ attention was attracted by the soaring equity markets and several meme or fashionable stories.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe the large growth in bullion backed gold ETF holdings over the past three years and note that
the price of gold versus the S&P500 index has fallen to decade lows, indicating the relative valuation. Many commentators believe
that crypto-currencies might be replacing gold as safe-haven assets but the crypto correlation to risk markets suggests otherwise.
Gold and silver have long played the role of stores of value, offering an uncorrelated performance to risk assets hence portfolio
diversification. It is likely these attributes will become attractive again as the world deals with persistently high inflation with negative
real interest rates. Despite the rhetoric of central bankers, it will likely be extremely difficult to raise interest rates enough to combat
inflation without causing economic weakness and market volatility.

ETF holdings of Gold
Source: Bloomberg

Ratio of Gold price to the S&P500 index

Gold mining equities did not perform well last year as gold’s consolidation pattern steered investors’ focus elsewhere. However, the
metal’s trading range has provided very attractive cash flow to producers since operating costs have not risen materially. The larger
miners have been increasing dividend payments but have also engaged in corporate acquisitions to strengthen their reserves life and
future production. Importantly, corporate activity has started to shift towards the smaller, earlier stage companies that control
attractive projects. The producing gold and silver mining equities offer high free cash flow generation, strong balance sheets with low
debt and growing dividend payments, traditionally attractive metrics for value investors and some have started to notice.
We would like to wish you all a very happy, healthy and prosperous New Year.
Angelos Damaskos
Chief Investment Officer
For dealing/inquiries on Junior Gold call IFSL:
0808 164 5458 or email dealing@ifslfunds.com
Junior Gold & Silver Miners qualifies for SIPPs and ISAs
Further information on Junior Gold & Silver Miners Fund at www.juniorgold.co.uk
RISK WARNING: All data is provided by Sector Investment Managers Ltd (SIM) unless otherwise stated. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to the future. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up. Investors may not
get back their original investment. The fund does not invest directly in gold bullion or related securities. The fund invests in smaller
companies and some of which are listed on the Alternative Investment Market which may carry a higher degree of risk. The shares of
smaller companies may be less liquid and more volatile over shorter term periods. Changes in exchange rates between currencies
may cause the value of investments to diminish or increase. This material is issued by SIM, is directed only at persons in the UK and
is not an offer or invitation to buy or sell securities. Opinion expressed whether in general or both on the performance of individual
securities and in a wider economic context represents the views of SIM at the time of preparation based on SIM’s internal analysis
which may have not been verified by independent sources. They are subject to change and should not be interpreted as investment
advice. Before making an investment in the fund, it is important that you read the Key Investor Information Document. Prospectus and
Key Information Document are available free by visiting the websites above. Sector Investment Managers Ltd and Investment Fund
Services Ltd are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with FRN: 400908.

